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Abstract— Mobile IP is a simple and scalable global mobility
solution. However, it may cause excessive signaling traffic and
long signaling delay. Mobile IP regional registration is proposed
to reduce the number of location updates to the home network,
and reduce the signaling delay. This paper introduces a novel
distributed and dynamic regional location management for Mo-
bile IP where the signaling burden is evenly distributed and the
regional network boundary is dynamically adjusted according to
the up-to-date mobility and traffic load for each terminal. In our
distributed system, each user has its own optimized system config-
uration, which results in the minimal signaling traffic. In order to
find the signaling cost function, a new discrete analytical model is
developed which captures the mobility and packet arrival pattern
of a mobile terminal. This model does not impose any restrictions
on the shape and the geographic location of subnets in the Inter-
net. Given the average total location update and packet delivery
cost, an iterative algorithm is then used to determine the optimal
regional network size. Analytical results show that our distributed
dynamic scheme outperforms the IETF Mobile IP regional regis-
tration scheme for various scenarios in terms of reducing the over-
all signaling cost. Through our approach, the system robustness is
also enhanced.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of the Internet and the success of mobile wireless
networks lead to an increasing demand for mobile wireless ac-
cess to Internet applications. Mobile IP is a mobility-enabling
protocol for the global Internet. Standards for Mobile IP have
been developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
and outlined in Request for Comments (RFCs) 2002-2006 [1]
[2].

Mobile IP enables terminals to maintain all ongoing commu-
nications while moving from one subnet to another. It is a sim-
ple and scalable global mobility solution. However, it is not a
good solution for highly mobile users [3]. When a mobile node
(MN) moves among subnets, its location must be updated. Mo-
bile IP requires that an MN sends a location update to its home
agent (HA) whenever it moves from one subnet to another, even
though the MN does not communicate with others while mov-
ing. The signaling cost associated with location updates may
become very significant as the number of MNs increases [4].
Moreover, if the distance between the visited network and the
home network of the MN is large, the signaling delay for the
location registration is long.

Mobile IP regional registration aims to reduce the number of
signaling messages to the home network, and reduce the signal-
ing delay. The detailed protocol specification can be found in
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[5] and the general model of operation is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Regional registration is a solution for performing registrations
locally in a regional network. When an MN moves from one
regional network to another one, it performs a home registra-
tion with its HA. During the home registration, the HA regis-
ters the care-of address of the MN, which is actually a publicly
routable address of another mobility agent called gateway for-
eign agent (GFA). When an MN changes foreign agent (FA)
within the same regional network, it does not need to register
with its HA. Instead, it performs a regional registration to the
GFA to update its FA care-of address. During the communica-
tions, when packets are sent to the MN by a correspondent node
(CN), they are addressed to the HA of the MN first. The HA in-
tercepts these packets and encapsulates them inside packets that
are addressed to the care-of address of the MN. These packets
are tunneled through the network until they reach the registered
GFA of the MN. The GFA checks its visitor list and forwards
the packets to the corresponding FA in the visiting subnet of the
MN. The FA further relays the packets to the MN.
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Fig. 1. The IETF Mobile IP regional registration.

However, because of the centralized system architecture, i.e.,
a centralized GFA manages all the traffic within a regional net-
work, Mobile IP regional registration is more sensitive to the
failure of GFAs. The failure of a GFA will prevent packets
routed to all the users in the regional network [6]. Another is-
sue that draws our attention is how many FAs should be beneath
a GFA within a regional network. The number of FAs under a
GFA is very critical for the system performance. A small num-
ber of FAs will lead to excessive location updates to the home
network and consequently cannot provide the full benefit of re-
gional registration. A large number of FAs will also degrade the
overall performance since it will generate a high traffic load on
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GFAs, which results in a high cost of packet delivery [4].
To improve the system performance, we propose a dis-

tributed GFA management scheme where each FA can function
either as an FA or a GFA. Whether an agent should act as an FA
or a GFA depends on the user mobility. Thus, the traffic load
in a regional network is evenly distributed to each FA. Through
this approach, the system robustness is enhanced. We also pro-
pose a dynamic scheme which is able to adjust the number of
FAs under a GFA for each MN according to the user-variant and
time-variant user parameters. In this dynamic system, there is
no fixed regional network boundary for each MN. An MN de-
cides when to perform a home location update according to its
changing mobility and packet arrival pattern.

In order to minimize the signaling traffic, it is desirable to
find the optimal number of FAs beneath a GFA in a regional
network. This optimal number is user-variant and time-variant.
A method for calculating the optimal location area (LA) size in
personal communication systems (PCS) to reach the minimal
costs for location update and terminal paging is introduced in
[7]. However, there are some differences between the analysis
of location management schemes for Mobile IP and those in
PCS. First, the cellular network is geographic-oriented. Most
researchers adopted structured cell configurations for evalua-
tions [8]. For example, mesh or hexagonal cell configurations
are often used in two-dimensional models [9]-[11]. But Internet
is more spatial-oriented. We cannot use any geometric shape
to accurately abstract a subnet, which increases the difficulty
for analysis. Second, in PCS, the geographic distance between
two cells is used for analysis [12]. However, the distance be-
tween two end points in Internet has nothing to do with the ge-
ographic location of these two points. Their distance is usually
counted by the number of hops packets travel. This type of dis-
tance is called “virtual” distance. Third, when an incoming call
arrives, the cellular network locates the terminal by simultane-
ously paging all cells within an LA. Whereas in Mobile IP, HAs
and GFAs know the corresponding FA of each MN. But because
of the triangular routing, packet delivery introduces extra pro-
cessing and transmission costs. So there is packet delivery cost
instead of paging cost for Mobile IP.

In this paper, we also introduce a new mathematical model
to compute the optimal number of FAs under a GFA such that
the total signaling traffic for location update and packet deliv-
ery consumes the minimal network resource. This model does
not impose any restrictions on the shape and the geography of
system topology. It is a general model which is applicable for
all types of subnets. The distance unit in our model is the num-
ber of hops packets travel. Based on this model, we obtain the
average location update and packet delivery costs. We use an it-
erative method to determine the optimal number of FAs under a
GFA. We then incorporate this optimal value to our distributed
dynamic scheme to further enhance the system performance.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the dis-
tributed dynamic regional location management scheme is ex-
plained and the protocol for operating the scheme is given.
Then, in Section III, the mobility model for deriving the to-
tal location update and packet delivery cost is introduced. After
that, in Section IV, an algorithm for obtaining the optimal num-
ber of FAs beneath a GFA is provided. In Section V, analytical

results are presented, followed by the conclusions in Section
VI.

II. DISTRIBUTED AND DYNAMIC REGIONAL LOCATION
MANAGEMENT

In this section, we introduce our distributed dynamic regional
location management. We also present the operation protocols
of our distributed dynamic scheme. In the following discussion,
we suppose that the regional registration protocol supports one
level of foreign agent hierarchy beneath the GFA.

A. Overview of Distributed Dynamic Scheme

We propose a new distributed system architecture. In this
system, each FA can function either as an FA or a GFA.
Whether an agent should act as an FA or a GFA depends on the
user mobility. When an MN enters a regional network, the first
FA of the subnet the MN visits will function as a GFA of this
regional network. If an agent acts as a GFA, it needs to maintain
a visitor list and keep entries in the list updated according to the
regional registration requests sent from other FAs within the re-
gional network. The GFA also relays all the home registration
requests to the HA. Other agents in the regional network act
as the general foreign agents. Of course there should be some
authentication setup between mobility agents to guarantee the
security of message delivery.

We also propose a dynamic location management mecha-
nism. In this scheme, the number of FAs under a GFA is not
fixed but optimized for each MN to minimize the total signal-
ing traffic. The optimal number is obtained based on the incom-
ing packet arrival rate and mobility characteristics of each user.
Since the mobility and the packet arrival rate of each user are
different and they may also not be constant from time to time,
the optimal number of FAs is different for each user and it is
adjustable from time to time. Thus, the dynamic system is able
to perform optimally for all users.

Therefore, in our distributed and dynamic system, each user
has different network configuration with others: different mo-
bility agents act as the GFA for each user and different size of
a regional network in terms of the number of FAs. The system
architecture of our new scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The advan-
tages of this distributed dynamic system are: the traffic load for
all the users in a regional network is distributed to each mobil-
ity agent; the system robustness is enhanced since the failure
of a GFA will only effect the packets routing to MNs managed
by the failing GFA; and each MN has its own optimized system
configuration from time to time.

B. Operations of Distributed Dynamic Scheme

Now, we describe how an MN determines the dynamically
adjusted boundaries of regional networks.

Each MN keeps a buffer for storing IP addresses of mobil-
ity agents. An MN records the address of the GFA into its
buffer when it enters a new regional network and then performs
a home registration through the new GFA. After the home reg-
istration, the optimal number of FAs for a regional network is
computed based on the up-to-date parameters of the MN. The
algorithm for deriving the optimal value ������� will be described
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Fig. 2. The distributed dynamic Mobile IP regional registration.

in the next section. This optimal value � �	�
� is set for the buffer
length threshold of the MN. If the MN detects that it enters a
new subnet, it does a regional registration by sending a regional
registration request to the recorded IP address of the GFA, i.e.,
the first FA it met in the regional network. The MN then com-
pares the IP address of the FA in the new subnet with the ad-
dresses recorded in its buffer. If the address of the current FA
has not been recorded in the buffer, then the MN records it. Oth-
erwise, ignores it. If the total number of addresses in the buffer
as well as the address of the current FA exceeds the threshold,
it means the MN is in a new regional network. The MN deletes
all the addresses in its buffer, saves the new one, and requests
a home registration. Thus, there is no strict regional network
boundary for each MN. An MN may move back and forth be-
tween two subnets and it may also visit a subnet more than once.
The zigzag effect will not lead to excessive home location regis-
trations since the MN knows that it has moved out of a regional
network only after it has visited �����
� different subnets.

The protocol descriptions of the distributed dynamic regional
location registration for MNs are shown in Fig. 3.

mark the new FA address as the new GFA address;

(MN enters a new subnet)

(the new address  =  any address in buffer)if
if (# of addresses in buffer + the new address > k    )opt

if

opt

compare the address of the new FA to the addresses in buffer;

compute the new k     ;

record the new FA address in buffer;
delete all the addresses in buffer;

perform a regional registration to the new GFA;
perform a home registration through the new GFA;

record the new FA address in buffer;
else

end
perform a regional registration to the GFA;

perform a regional registration to the GFA;
else

end
end

Fig. 3. Protocols of the distributed dynamic system for MNs.

C. Comparison

Note that “distributed system architecture” and “dynamic
regional network” are independent. “distributed” means that
GFAs of different users are distributed among FAs, and “dy-
namic” means changing regional network size � �	�
� from time to
time. Consequently, there are four possible combinations:� Centralized system architecture and fixed regional network� Centralized system architecture and dynamic regional net-

work� Distributed system architecture and fixed regional network� Distributed system architecture and dynamic regional net-
work

Centralized fixed scheme is the IETF Mobile IP regional
registration, which is shown in Fig. 1; centralized dynamic
scheme is difficult for implementation, since each FA is re-
quired to know the whole network configuration in order to be
aware of when to send registration requests to which GFA; dis-
tributed fixed scheme is shown in Fig. 4; and distributed dy-
namic scheme is our proposed scheme, which is shown in Fig.
2. Note that for distributed fixed scheme, the regional network
size � ���
� may be either the same for all users or user-variant.
We will compare our distributed dynamic scheme to the cen-
tralized fixed scheme and the distributed fixed scheme in the
following sections.
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Fig. 4. The distributed fixed Mobile IP regional registration.

III. SIGNALING COST FUNCTION

In this section, we derive the cost function of location up-
date and packet delivery. Our previous work [13] introduced
the cost function of centralized fixed scheme. Here, we analyze
the case for distributed dynamic scheme. The total signaling
cost in location update and packet delivery is considered as the
performance metric. We do not take the periodic binding up-
dates that an MN sends to its HA or FA to refresh their cache
into account.

A. Location Update Cost

Similar to [14], we define the following parameters for loca-
tion update in the rest of this paper:
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����
The transmission cost of location update between the
HA and the GFA.���
�
The transmission cost of location update between the
GFA and the FA.�����
The transmission cost of location update over the
wireless link between the FA and the MN.�  The location update processing cost at the HA.� � The location update processing cost at the GFA.� � The location update processing cost at the FA.

According to the signaling message flows for location regis-
tration in [13], the home registration cost and the regional reg-
istration cost for each location update can be calculated as:���  � � � ����� � ��� � ���� � ������ � �
����� � ���

(1)��� � � � � ��� � ����� � �
����� � ���
(2)

Let ! �� be the average distance between the HA and the GFA
in terms of the number of hops, and ! �
� be the average dis-
tance between the GFA and the FA. We assume the transmis-
sion cost is proportional to the distance between the source and
the destination mobility agents and the proportionality constant
is " � . Thus

� ��
and

� ���
can be expressed as

� ��#� ! �� " �
and

� �
�$� ! ��� " � . Since usually the transmission cost of the
wireless link is generally higher than that of the wired link, we
suppose that the transmission cost over the wireless link is %
times higher than the unit distance wireline transmission cost.
The transmission cost between the FA and the MN can be writ-
ten as

����� � %�" � . Then the home registration and regional
registration costs can be expressed as:� �  � � � � �&� � � � �  �&�(' ! �� � ! ��� � %*)+" � (3)� � � � � � � � � � �&�(' ! �
� � %�)," � (4)

Note that for distributed GFA architecture, the first FA of the
subnet the MN visits acts as a GFA. When the MN resides in
the subnet of the GFA, the regional registration cost is different
from the one when the MN is in the subnet not serviced by the
GFA. Define this special regional registration as -� � � . Then,-���.� � � ����� � ���/� � ���&� %0" � (5)

Assume each MN may move randomly between 1 subnets
and there are � subnets within a regional network. We model
the movements of an MN as a discrete system. In the model, an
MN may visit a subnet more than once and it may also move
back and forth between two subnets. We call the action each
MN moving out of a subnet “a movement”. Define a random
variable 2 so that each MN moves out of a regional network
at movement 2 . At movement 1, an MN may reside in either
subnet 354 � 47686�6 or 1 . At movement 2, the MN may move to
any of the other 1:9;3 subnets. We assume the MN will move
out to the other 1<9;3 subnets with equal probability =>�? = .

For centralized fixed scheme, the probability of moving out
of a regional network, i.e., the probability of performing a home
registration at movement @ is:A � B�� � 1<9$�1<9�3 6 C �D9�31<9�3FE

� ?HG 4 where
�JI @LKNM (6)

It can be shown that the expectation of 2 is:O7P 2/Q B�� � RS��T G @ A � B�� � 3 � 1<9�31U9$� (7)

Assume within a regional network, the average time an MN
stays in each subnet before making a movement is V � . There-
fore, the average location update cost for centralized fixed
scheme is: ��WF� B��X� O7P 2/Q B��5� �.� � � � O7P 2/Q B�� V � (8)

For distributed GFA system architecture, the MN will move
out of a regional network only after it has visited all the � sub-
nets. Previous researchers used either Markovian model [15]
or random walk model [10] [11] [16] for probability analysis.
However, the movement of MNs for distributed scheme is not
a Markov process because the decision of whether an MN can
move out of a regional network depends on its mobility history,
i.e., whether an MN is in another regional network depends on
whether it has visited different � subnets. This increases the
difficulty of analysis.
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Fig. 5. Discrete system mobility model of an MN.

We define the paths by which the MN has visited different� subnets “qualified” paths. If an MN moves out of a regional
network at movement @ , where @ is an arbitrary integer larger
than � , the path by which the MN has gone through from move-
ment 1 to movement @e9&3 must consist � and only � different
nodes. Fig. 5 shows an example of our discrete system in which1 �gf

and � �gh
. In the figure, each node represents a sub-

net. As shown in the figure, at movement 3, the MN has visited
subnet 1, 3, and 4. Therefore, subnet 2 and 5 belong to another
regional network for this MN after this moment. If the MN
moves out of its regional network to subnet 2 at movement 6,
the subnets it visited at movement 4 and 5 are among subnet 1,
3, and 4.

Therefore, the expectation of the moment at which an MN
moves out of a regional network for distributed scheme is equal
to the expectation of the moment at which an MN has vis-
ited different � subnets plus the expectation of the time pe-
riod that an MN moves within specific � subnets. The latter
one is exactly the

O7P 2/Q B�� for centralized fixed scheme. DefineOiP 2/Q =,j G the expectation of the number of movements it takes
an MN moving from its first subnet to its second new subnet,
i.e., an MN has visited

�
different nodes. ThenO7P 2/Q =kj G � 3 (9)
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Similarly, when an MN has visited two different subnets, defineO7P 2/Q G jml the expectation of the number of movements it takes
an MN moving to its third new subnet. ThenOiP 2/Q G jXl �nRSo T =�p 6

C 31:9;3 E o ? = 1<9 �1<9�3 � 1<9�31<9 � (10)

and the expectation of the number of movements it takes an MN
moving from its

' �q9;3�) th subnet to its � th new subnet is:O7P 2/Qsr ? =kj r � RSo T = p 6
C �D9 �1<9;3tE o ? = 1:9$� � 31<9�3� 1:9;31<9$� � 3 (11)

Then the expectations of the moment at which an MN moves
out of a regional network for distributed fixed scheme and dis-
tributed dynamic scheme are:O7P 2/Qvu � � O7P 2/Qvu�u� O7P 2/Q =kj G � O7P 2/Q G jml � 68686 � O7P 2/Q r ? =kj r � O7P 2/Q B��� 3 � >�? =>�?HG � 6�686 � >�? =>�? r�w = � >�? =>�? r � 3� 3 �N' 1:9�3x)(y rz T = =>�? z

(12)
Note that the expectation of the moment at which an MN moves
out of a regional network for the distributed system is always
larger than that for the centralized system. As a result, the num-
ber of home registrations per unit time is reduced. The upper
bound of the total location update costs per unit time for dis-
tributed fixed scheme and distributed dynamic scheme are:��WF� u �{I -� � � �|' O7P 2/Qvu � 9;3�) � � � � � � O7P 2/Qsu � V � (13)

� WF� u�u I -� � � �|' O7P 2/Qvu�u}9�3x) � � � � � � O7P 2/Q u�u V � (14)

Based on (4)-(14), we may get the average location update
cost. Note that our method does not impose any restrictions on
the shape and the geographic location of subnets. It is a general
model which is applicable to arbitrary subnets.

B. Packet Delivery Cost
Because of the triangular routing, there are extra costs for

packet delivery under Mobile IP regional registration. The
packet delivery cost includes the transmission and processing
cost to route a tunneled packet from the HA to the registered
GFA and further forward to the current serving FA of an MN.
AssumeV �� The transmission cost of packet delivery between the

HA and the GFA.V �
� The transmission cost of packet delivery between the
GFA and the FA.~  The packet delivery processing cost at the HA.~ � The packet delivery processing cost at the GFA.

The cost for packet delivery procedure can be expressed as:����� � ~ �� ~ �}� V ���� V �
� (15)

We assume the transmission cost of delivering data packets is
proportional to the distance between the sending and the receiv-
ing mobility agents with the proportionality constant " � . ThenV �� � ! 8� " � and V ��� � ! �
� " � .

The processing cost at GFAs includes decapsulation of the
tunneled IP packets from the HA, checking its visitor list to see
whether it has an entry for the destination MN, re-encapsulation
of the IP packets, and management of routing packets to the
FAs. The load on a GFA for processing and routing packets to
each FA depends on � , the number of FAs under a GFA. If �
is large, the complexity of the visitor list lookup and IP routing
lookup in the GFA is high, and the system performance is de-
graded. In addition, since the total bandwidth of the network is
limited, if the traffic to a GFA is heavy, the transmission delay
and the number of retransmissions cannot be bounded. These
factors will result in a high processing cost at the GFAs. As-
sume on average there are � MNs in a subnet. As stated in
[13], for centralized system architecture, a GFA serves for all
the MNs moving within a regional network, and the total num-
ber of MNs in a regional network is ��� on average. Therefore,
the complexity of the GFA visitor list lookup is proportional to��� . On the other hand, for distributed system architecture, dif-
ferent MNs choose different FAs as their GFAs. A GFA only
serves the MNs which first enter the subnet managed by this
GFA in a regional network. The packet processing load of a
GFA in the distributed system is much lower than that in the
centralized system because the traffic is allocated evenly among
all the FAs in a regional network. Therefore, the complexity
of the GFA visitor list lookup for distributed system is propor-
tional only to � . Since IP routing table lookup is based on the
longest prefix matching and most implementations use the tra-
ditional Patricia trie [17], the complexity of IP address lookup
is proportional to the logarithm of the length of the routing ta-
ble � [18]. We define the packet processing cost functions at
the GFA for centralized system and distributed system as:~ � B��X�|� �J6��F� '�� ��� ��� !���� ' �(),) (16)~ � u � � ~ � u�u �N� �J6x� � '�� � ��� !���� ' �t)k) (17)

where � � is the packet arrival rate for each MN,
�

and
�

are
weighting factors of visitor list and routing table lookups, and�

is a constant which captures the bandwidth allocation cost at
the GFA. The larger the

�
is, the more negative effects an MN

experiences from not enough network bandwidth available.
The processing cost function at the HA can be defined as:~  ��� � � , where

�
is a packet delivery processing cost constant

at the HA. Then the total packet delivery costs per unit time for
the three schemes are:����� B��D��� �F� ��� �D6x�F� '�� ��� ��� !���� ' �t)k) �|' ! ���� ! �
� )," �

(18)� ��� u � � � ��� u�u�N� � � �&� �J6�� � '�� � ��� !���� ' �t),) �|' ! �� � ! �
� )+" � (19)

C. Total Signaling Cost

Based on the above analysis, we may get the overall signaling
cost function as:���H��� �s� � ' � 4��F�*4,V � ) � � WF� �s� � � � ��� �s� �

(20)
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where
���H��� �s� �

,
� WH� �s� �

, and
� ��� �s� �

represent the total sig-
naling cost, location update cost, and packet delivery cost for
the three different schemes.

IV. OPTIMAL VALUE

The optimal number of FAs beneath a GFA, � ���
� , is defined
as the value of � that minimizes the cost function derived in
Section III. Because � can only be an integer, the cost function
is not a continuous function of � . Therefore, it is not appropriate
to take derivatives with respect to � of the cost function to get
the minimum. We use an iterative algorithm. Note that iterative
algorithm may result in a local minimum. Solutions to solving
the local minimum problem were discussed in [12]. Similar
to the algorithm proposed in [7], we define the cost difference
function between the system with number � and the system with
number �J9;3 ( �i� �

), i.e.,� B�� ' � 4 - � � 4�-V � )� � �F��� B��F' �.4 - �H�04�-V � )�9 � �F��� B��(' �q9;3�4 - �F�04*-V � ) (21)� u � ' � 4x�� � 4 �V � )� � �F��� u � ' �.4x�� � 4 �V � )�9 � �F��� u � ' �J9;3�4x�� � 4 �V � ) (22)� u�u ' � 4��F�04kV � )� � �H��� u�u ' �.4��H�04,V � )�9 � �F��� u�u ' �J9�354��H�04,V � ) (23)

where - � � and -V � are the average packet arrival rate and average
subnet residence time for all MNs; ��H� and �V � are the average
packet arrival rate and average subnet residence time for each
MN. Given

� �s� �
, the algorithm to find the optimal value of � is

defined as follows:�0�	�
� B��F' - �H��40-V � )�   354 if
� B�� '�� 4 - � � 4*-V � )�¡�¢@ �0£ � �i¤ � B��F' � 4 - �F��4*-V � ) I ¢*�54 otherwise.

(24)

�0�	�
� u �(' ��F�*4 �V � )� ¥ 354 if
� u �F'�� 4 ��F�04 �V � )�¡�¢@ �0£ � �¦¤ � u �F' � 4 ��F��4 �V � ) I ¢*�54 otherwise.

(25)

� ����� u�u ' � � 4kV � )� ¥ 3�4 if
� u�u '�� 4�� � 4,V � )�¡;¢@ �0£ � �¦¤ � u�u ' � 4�� � 4,V � ) I ¢t�54 otherwise.

(26)

Note that the optimal value of the centralized fixed scheme is
the same for all the MNs and is fixed all the time; the optimal
value of the distributed fixed scheme is fixed all the time, but
each user may have different optimal value; and the optimal
value of our proposed distributed dynamic scheme is adapted
to each MN and it depends on the up-to-date packet arrival rate
and the mobility.

The algorithm for estimating packet arrival rate can be found
in [7]. Each MN may use a timer to count the time it spent
in each subnet and the average value within a regional net-
work, V � , is calculated before computing the � �	�
� . V � can
also be estimated if the probability density function (pdf) of
the MN residence time in each subnet within a regional net-
work is known. For example, if the pdf of the MN residence
time § � '�¨ ) is of Gamma distribution which has Laplace trans-

form © � '�ª ) �¬«®x¯° w x¯ ± ¯ with mean value = , variance ² , and

³ � =´ ¶µ . Then V � � = . Our algorithm also need to know the
number of hops between the HA and the GFA, ! �� , and the num-
ber of hops between the GFA and the FA, ! �
� . If each MN has
dedicated paths for transmitting signaling messages from FAs
to GFAs and HAs, the number of hops between mobility agents
(HA, GFA and FA), ! �� and ! �
� , are fixed numbers. If not, sig-
naling packets may take different paths each time according to
the traffic load and routing algorithms at each mobility agent.
Thus, ! �� and ! �
� vary within a certain range. An MN may use
the time-to-live (TTL) field in IP packet headers to get the num-
ber of hops packets travel [19]. Then the average value may be
used for optimal number computation.

V. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance improve-
ment of our distributed dynamic scheme to the centralized
fixed scheme, i.e., the IETF Mobile IP regional registration [5].
Since these two schemes are not comparable, first we show the
cost saving of distributed fixed scheme to the centralized fixed
scheme. Next we demonstrate the advantages of our proposed
distributed dynamic scheme over the distributed fixed scheme.

Table I lists some of the parameters used in our performance
analysis. Since the total number of subnets that MNs may ac-
cess through wireless channels is limited, we assume 1 �·h ¢ .
For our numerical evaluation, we assume ! �� and ! �
� are fixed
numbers. Since the TTL field in IP header is usually initialized
by the sender to 32 or 64 [19], i.e., the upper limit on the num-
ber of hops through which a packet can pass is 32 or 64, we
assume ! �� �/��f

and ! �
� � 3�¢ .

A. Centralized Fixed Scheme vs. Distributed Fixed Scheme

First, we compare the performance of centralized fixed
scheme and distributed fixed scheme. Similar to the anal-
ysis in PCS, we define the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR) as
the ratio of the packet arrival rate to the mobility rate, i.e.,� 2®¸ � � � V � . Since the cost functions of the two
schemes derived in Section III are different, we focus on
compare the total signaling cost of centralized fixed scheme� �H��� B�� ' � ���
� B�� ' - � � 4�-V � )
4�� � 4,V � ) with that of the distributed
fixed scheme

� �H��� u � ' � �	�
� u � ' �� � 4 �V � )
4�� � 4,V � ) when the aver-
age values of residence time in each subnet and packet arrival
rate of all the MNs are the same, i.e., -V � � �V � and - � � � �� � .

Fig. 6 plots the optimal � as a function of CMR for central-
ized fixed scheme and distributed fixed scheme. Note that for
the two systems, the optimal regional network size �*�	�
� is a de-
signed value. It is computed before the communications based
on the average values of user parameters. As shown in the fig-
ure, the optimal regional network size decreases as CMR in-
creases for both centralized and distributed systems. When the
CMR is low, the mobility rate is high compared to the packet
arrival rate and the cost for location update dominates. Sys-
tems with larger regional networks may reduce the number of
home registrations and provide the benefit of regional registra-
tion. When the CMR is high, the packet delivery cost dom-
inates and the saving in packet delivery becomes significant.
The saving can be attributed to the smaller regional network
size. Note that the optimal regional network size of distributed
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS

Pkt Process Cost Distance Cost Unit Wireless Multiple # of MNs/subnet Weight Pkt Process Const.�  � � � � " � " � % � � � � �
25.0 15.0 10.0 0.1 0.05 10 15 0.3 0.7 0.01 10.0
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Fig. 6. Optimal regional network size for centralized and distributed systems.

system is always larger than or equal to that of the centralized
system. This means for the same CMR, the distributed system
has larger regional network size and consequently performs less
home registrations compared with the centralized system.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of total signaling cost for fixed schemes.

Fig. 7 shows the total signaling cost as a function of CMR for
the two schemes. The dashed line in the figure is the signaling
cost of centralized fixed scheme when regional network size is� �	�
� B�� . The dotted line is the signaling cost of distributed fixed
scheme with � ���
� B�� as the regional network size. Note that�0�	�
� B�� is the optimal value for centralized fixed scheme, in the
sense that the minimal cost can be reached. But �*���
� B�� is not
the optimal value for distributed scheme. The solid line in the

figure is the signaling cost of distributed fixed scheme under�0����� u � . Fig. 7 indicates that even under non-optimal regional
network size, the distributed scheme always performs better
than the centralized Mobile IP regional registration scheme.
And the distributed scheme with optimal regional network size
can further improve the performance. Up to 36% signaling cost
can be saved when using distributed system architecture.

B. Distributed Fixed Scheme vs. Distributed Dynamic Scheme
Next, we compare the total signaling cost of dis-

tributed fixed scheme
� �H��� u �(' �5���
� u �(' ��F��4 �V � )�4��F�*4,V � )

with that of our proposed distributed dynamic scheme� �H��� u�u ' � �	�
� u�u ' � � 4,V � )�4�� � 4kV � ) under various scenarios.
Note that � ����� u � ' �� � 4 �V � ) is pre-computed before communica-
tions. Once it is set, it will not change. But � ���
� u�u ' � � 4,V � ) is
dynamically adapted to the user parameters during the com-
munications. Since the cost functions of the two schemes are
the same, the advantages of the dynamic scheme over the fixed
scheme are reflected when the user parameters are different
and changing from time to time. Therefore, we investigate the
impacts of user-variant and time-variant user parameters.

1) The Impact of User-Variant Residence Time: We first in-
vestigate the impact of user-variant mobility. Let packet arrival
rate � � be a fixed number, i.e., � � � �� � � constant. Assume
there are two groups of MNs [7]. One represents “active” users
with average residence time in each subnet �V �k¹#� 35º ¢ . The
other group is for “passive” users with average residence time
in each subnet �V � µ � 3�¢5¢ . The residence time of group 1 users
follows an exponential distribution, i.e.,§ = ' V � ) � 3�V � ¹�» ? �¶¼8½(¾�¶¼ ¹ 4¿V � ��¢ (27)

and the residence time of group 2 users follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution:§ G ' V � ) � 3À �¶Á.Â » ? ' �Ã¼ ? ¾�¶¼ µ ) µ ½ G�Ä µ 4¿V � �;¢ (28)

where
ÂÅ� 3�¢ . Assume that each group has 50% of total users.

The residence time V � of a randomly selected user has pdf as:§ ' V � ) � ¢tº f�' § = ' V � ) � § G ' V � ),) (29)

and the overall average residence time is:�V � � ¢tº f �V � ¹�� ¢tº f �V � µ (30)

Therefore, the total signaling cost of the distributed fixed
scheme is:� u �� ¢(º f�Æ RÇ § = ' V � ) � �F��� u � ' � ����� u � ' �� � 4 �V � ¹ )�4�� � 4kV � )+È5V �� ¢tº fÉÆ RÇ § G ' V � ) � �H��� u �(' �5���
� u �(' ��F��4 �V � µ )
4��H��4,V � ),È�V �

(31)
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where � ����� of group 1 users is computed based on their average
residence time �V � ¹ and � ���
� of group 2 users is computed based
on �V � µ . Note that for distributed fixed scheme, the optimal re-
gional network size may be user-variant or the same for all the
users. Fig. 4 gives an example of user-variant � �	�
� and (31)
indicates that group 1 and group 2 users adopt different fixed
optimal regional network size. The total signaling cost of the
distributed fixed scheme using fixed �*�	�
� for all the users is:

-� u � �|Ê RÇ § ' V � ) � �F��� u � ' � ����� u � ' �� � 4 �V � )�4�� � 4kV � )+È5V �
(32)

and the total signaling cost of our distributed dynamic scheme
is: � u�u �ËÊ RÇ § ' V � ) � �H��� u�u ' � �	�
� u�u ' � � 4,V � )�4�� � 4kV � )+È5V �

(33)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of total signaling cost under user-variant residence time.

Fig. 8 shows the total signaling cost of distributed dynamic
scheme and distributed fixed scheme under user-variant resi-
dence time V � . The dashed line in the figure is the signaling
cost of the distributed fixed scheme using fixed �*�	�
� u � , which
is actually the case shown in Fig. 7 with solid line. It is ob-
served in Fig. 8 that the signaling cost of distributed dynamic
scheme is less than that of both the distributed fixed scheme us-
ing fixed optimal regional network size and using user-variant
optimal size. Our results demonstrate that

� �H���
is reduced

by up to 33% using dynamic scheme instead of fixed scheme
with fixed � �	�
� . Although the performance improvement of the
distributed dynamic scheme is not large compared to the dis-
tributed fixed scheme under user-variant � ����� , in the following
time-variant residence time situation, the dynamic scheme will
demonstrate its advantage.

2) The Impact of Time-Variant Residence time: Packet ar-
rival rate � � is still a constant. The residence time of all MNs,V � , is of exponential distribution:

§ ' V � ) � 3�V ��» ? � ¼ ½F¾� ¼ (34)

where �V � is the mean residence time and �V � is time-variant.
The overall signaling cost of distributed fixed scheme is:� u � ' �V � ) �ËÊ RÇ § ' V � ) � �H��� u � ' � ���
� u � 4�� � 4kV � )+È5V � (35)

Note that although �V � is varying during the communications,
the optimal value for the fixed scheme � �	�
� u � is pre-computed
as a designed value and is a fixed all the time during the commu-
nications. The signaling cost of the distributed dynamic scheme
is given by (33) using the new pdf function § ' V � ) in (34).
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Fig. 9. Comparison of total signaling cost under time-variant residence time.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of total signaling cost under time-variant residence time.

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the total signaling cost as a function
of average residence time �V � , when �� � �:h º ¢ . Two cases of
the distributed fixed scheme are shown. One is with the optimal
regional network size � ����� u � pre-computed using �V � � ¢(ºÌ3 as
the average residence time over all users. The other is with the
optimal size � ���
� u � pre-computed using �V � � 3�¢5¢ . Note that
the distributed fixed system always pays higher cost than the
distributed dynamic system. Our results show that up to 15%
cost can be saved by our distributed dynamic scheme compared
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to the distributed fixed scheme using �V � � ¢tºÍ3 for the opti-
mal regional network size computation, and up to 44% cost
can be saved compared to the distributed fixed scheme using�V � � 3�¢�¢ for the computation. We can see from the figures
that the distributed fixed system using �V � � ¢tºÍ3 for optimal
size computation may perform well when the user residence
time is small, but when the residence time is large, the fixed
scheme consumes more network resource. Similarly, the cost
gap of dynamic system and fixed system using �V �#� 3�¢5¢ for
computation is smaller when �V � is large, but the fixed system
pays much more extra bandwidth when �V � is small. Therefore,
it is a difficult task to design an optimal regional network size
beforehand for the distributed fixed scheme. If the user mobil-
ity has some unusual big changes to its normal average value,
the system with a pre-designed fixed regional network size will
consume much more bandwidth and the network may be con-
gested.

3) The Impact of User-Variant Packet Arrival Rate: Now
we investigate the impact of user-variant packet arrival rate. Let
user residence time V � be a constant, i.e., V � � �V � � constant.
Similar to the discussion in Section V-B.1, we assume there are
two groups of MNs. One represents normal users with average
packet arrival rate ��F� ¹Å� ¢tºÍ3 . The other group is for special
users with average packet arrival rate ��F� µ � 3�¢tº ¢ . The packet
arrival rates of group 1 normal users follow an exponential dis-
tribution, i.e., § = ' � � ) � 3�� � ¹ » ? ÎxÏ ½�¾ÎxÏ ¹ 4Ð� � ��¢ (36)

and the packet arrival rates of group 2 special users follow a
Gaussian distribution:§ G ' � � ) � 3À �ÃÁ�Â » ? ' ÎxÏx? ¾ÎxÏ µ ) µ ½ G�Ä µ 4Ð� � ��¢ (37)

where
Â®�:Ñ º ¢ . Assume that each group contributes 50% of

total users. For an arbitrary MN, the packet arrival rate has pdf
as: § ' � � ) � ¢tº f�' § = ' � � ) � § G ' � � )k) (38)

and the overall average packet arrival rate is:��F� � ¢tº f ��H� ¹Ò� ¢(º f ��F� µ (39)

Therefore, the total signaling costs of the distributed fixed
scheme using fixed � ����� for all the MNs and using different� �	�
� for group 1 and group 2 users are:-� u �J� Ê RÇ § ' �F��) � �F��� u �F' �0����� u �F' ��H��4 �V � )�4��F�04kV � )+È��H�

(40)� u �� ¢tº f Æ RÇ § = ' � � ) � �F��� u � ' � ����� u � ' �� � ¹ 4 �V � )
4�� � 4,V � ),È0� �� ¢(º fÉÆ RÇ § G ' �H�Ã) � �H��� u �(' �5���
� u �(' ��F� µ 4 �V � )�4��H�04,V � )+È��F�
(41)

and the total signaling cost of our distributed dynamic scheme
is: � u�u � Ê RÇ § ' �H�Ã) � �H��� u�u ' �0�	�
� u�u ' �H��4,V � )�4��H��4kV � )+È��F�

(42)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of total signaling cost under user-variant packet arrival
rate.

Fig. 11 shows the total signaling cost of distributed dynamic
scheme and distributed fixed scheme under user-variant packet
arrival rate �H� . The signaling cost of the distributed dynamic
scheme is almost the same as that of both the distributed fixed
scheme using fixed optimal regional network size and using
user-variant optimal size. Only 3% cost can be reduced using
the distributed dynamic scheme. It indicates that the optimal re-
gional network size is relatively insensitive to the packet arrival
rate. Although different users have widely ranged traffic load,
their optimized regional network sizes do not vary much.

4) The Impact of Time-Variant Packet Arrival Rate: Finally,
we study the impact of time-variant packet arrival rate. The user
residence time V � is still fixed. The packet arrival rates of all
MNs are exponentially distributed:§ ' � � ) � 3�� � » ? Î Ï ½ ¾Î Ï (43)

where �� � is the mean arrival rate and �� � is time-variant. The
overall signaling cost of distributed fixed scheme is given by:� u � ' �� � ) �|Ê RÇ § ' � � ) � �F��� u � ' � ����� u � 4�� � 4,V � )+È�� � (44)

where � ���
� u � is pre-computed and is fixed all the time. The
signaling cost of the distributed dynamic scheme is given by
(42) using § ' � � ) in (43).

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 plot the total signaling cost as a function
of time-variant average packet arrival rate ��H� , when �V �Ó� 3�¢ .
The dashed line in Fig. 12 is based on � ���
� calculated using�� � � ¢(º ¢(3 . The dash-dot line in Fig. 13 is based on � �	�
� cal-
culated using �� � � 3�¢�¢ . The solid line in both figures is for
our proposed distributed dynamic scheme where � �	�
� varies ac-
cording to the up-to-date parameters. The figures show that the
fixed system always pays higher cost than the dynamic system.
The cost gap is larger when �� � KÔ¢(ºÌ3 in Fig. 13 and when�� � ¡Õ3�¢ in Fig. 12. The dynamic system saves up to 19% and
36% cost compared to the fixed system using ��H� � ¢tº ¢t3 and��H� � 3�¢�¢ for optimal value computation, respectively. This re-
sult is similar to that in Section V-B.2. It indicates that our dis-
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Fig. 12. Comparison of total signaling cost under time-variant packet arrival
rate.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of total signaling cost under time-variant packet arrival
rate.

tributed dynamic scheme is more cost-efficient when the user
parameters are time-variant.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a distributed and dynamic re-
gional location mechanism for Mobile IP. We proposed a dis-
tributed GFA system architecture where each FA can function
either as an FA or a GFA. This distributed system may allocate
signaling burden more evenly. A dynamic scheme is adopted
by the distributed system to dynamically optimize the regional
network size of each MN according to its current traffic load
and mobility. We also presented the operation protocols of our
distributed dynamic scheme for MNs. The proposed distributed
and dynamic scheme is able to perform optimally for all users
from time to time and the system robustness is enhanced. Since
the movement of MNs does not follow a Markov process, we
introduced a novel discrete analytical model for cost analysis
and an iterative algorithm to find out the optimal number of

FAs in a regional network which consumes the minimal net-
work resource. Our model does not have constraints on the
shape and the geographic location of Internet subnets. Analyti-
cal results demonstrated that the signaling bandwidth is signif-
icantly reduced through our proposed distributed system archi-
tecture compared with the IETF Mobile IP regional registration
scheme. It is also demonstrated that our dynamic scheme has
great advantages under time-variant user parameters when it is
not obvious to pre-determine the optimal regional network size.
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